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How did you 
learn to 
read?

What’s your 
personal view 
on reading?



Our aim 

•Teach them sounds to enable them to read
•Teach them life long reading strategies 
•Inspire children to develop a love of reading 
•Motivate children to read for pleasure 



The reading balance

Being able to read 
the words on the 
page- decoding

Being able to 
understand the 

words on the page-
comprehension



How do children learn to read?

Listen to 
sounds Hear sounds Say sounds

Match sounds to 
letters 

(graphemes)

Blend sounds to 
read words

Sight read- say 
words just by 

looking at them

Comprehend what 
they have read

Develop a narrators 
voice

A fluent 
confident 
reader!



Why synthetic phonics?

The Reading Framework (July 2023) states:
• Phonics is a body of knowledge that is necessary for pupils to learn to 

read and spell, at whatever age.

• Evidence shows that teaching phonics is the best way to teach children 
to read words

• The Education Endowment Foundation (EEF) considers phonics to be one 
of the most secure and best-evidenced areas of pedagogy, 
recommending all schools use a systematic approach to teaching it.

Synthetic phonics is the ability to convert a letter or letter group into 
sounds that are then blended together into a word.  



What is Read Write Inc (RWI)? 

UK’s leading SSP 
programme

A rapid ‘learn to 
read’ programme

For children from 
Nursery

For children with 
SEND and older 

children who need 
to ‘catch up’



Why Read Write Inc (RWI)? 
Accessible for all! 

Our children really enjoy it! It’s engaging and fun! 

Our data shows great success! Early success in reading! Crucial skill 
for life! 

Structured and systematic

Training and ongoing staff development to ensure high quality 
teaching and success for all learners 



Read Write Inc rules

•Magnet eyes
•My turn, your turn 
•Hand signal
•Talk partner 



How does RWI work? 

Children learn 44 sounds 
(phoneme) and matching 

letters (graphemes)

Read specially designed 
books which allow them to 

apply taught phonemes 
(sounds) 

Children learn to blend 
sounds to read words… This 

is decoding!

Daily phonic 
teaching

Video- What is Read Write Inc
Phonics?



Graphemes = letters that make the sound
The sound that is written 

down

English language has more 
than 150 graphemes

There are more than 150 ways to represent 
the 44 sounds using our 26 alphabet 
letters 

A complex code!



One word could 
be spelt and 

read in lots of 
different ways!

play plaiy playe



Speed Sound Lesson



Sounds = phonemes

Video- How to say the sounds

Children learn 44 pure 
sounds

Ask your child to look at 
your mouth or in a mirror 

to make the sounds



Sounds = phonemes

Focus on the following 
phonemes:

m 
t
d
p
x
f
th
l

Now it’s 
your 
turn!



Special friends

When we ask a child to decode a 
word we ask them to look closely 

for special friends.

Let me show 
you an example





Task- How many sounds in the words?

1. Special friends? pumpkin claw
quit brick

bright spoil
hair shout



Blending
Blending- putting the phonemes (sounds) together to read the word

Oral blending is 
when children can 

hear the sounds in a 
word e.g.  m-a-t= 

mat 

Fred only 
speaks in 
sounds

Now it’s your 
turn… Fred says…! 

All starts in Nursery



Decoding and blending

Blending- putting the sounds (phonemes) together to read the word

Fred in your head for sight 
reading

As children progress 
they use…

FRED IN YOUR 
HEAD

Decoding is saying the sounds and putting them together

We use Fred to 
help us decode 
unknown words 

because he talks in 
sounds



Task- Read the words 

1. Special friends?
2. Fred talk
3. Read the word

cup make
flower flake
jump blue
dive book



Segmenting
Segmenting is to break up a spoken word into separate sounds to spell.

Fred 
fingers

Video



Ditty and Story time 
A time to apply taught sounds in a 

story.

Videos  

They read it daily to build their 
confidence.

Comprehension questions to ensure 
full understanding of the text 



Sound blending books
Sound blending books provide an opportunity to decode and blend 
sounds together to read words, whilst having reinforcement of a 

picture, once they have read the word.  

This is the first book we send home, when your child is ready

RWI book 
scheme starts



Read Write Inc Story book progression 
guide

Red

End of Year 1
Expected level

Green Purple Pink Orange Yellow Blue Grey

RWI book 
scheme 
finishes

End of 
Reception 

Expected level

Year 1 End 
of Autumn 
Expected 

level ½ half term 
in Spring 

Year 2 
expected 

level



What happens after Read Write Inc?

Broadening 
their reading 
diet further

Turquoise

Continue to broaden 
their vocabulary and 

understanding of 
words and phrases

End of Year 2
Expected level

Autumn Year 2
Expected level

Purple Gold 
star

White Lime Ruby Black



In summary…

Speed Sound Lesson

Spelling

Ditty and story time- application of sounds



What does a fluent reader look like?
Child who is 

reading 90-95% 
of the words by 

sight

Understands 
what they are 

reading

Uses the 
punctuation to 
support their 

fluency

Uses a narrators 
voice Uses intonation



Year 1 Phonic Screening Test 

In the Summer Term
you get the results 
with your child’s 

report They are assessed on 40 
words- 20 real, 20 alien 

words

Children have to self 
correct

Your child know it as a quiz and a time to 
show off their phonic learning with a familiar 

adult! 



Assessments and groupings

Assessed daily in 
their Phonic session

Half termly assessments 
and groupings changed 

accordingly

Adults will be assigned a 
storybook set to teach, 

not a year group  

Children are assessed on:
-Sound knowledge

-Decoding accuracy 
-Alien words

-Speedy reading 

Ofsted commented:
‘Adults continually check the 

sounds that pupils do not know. 
Pupils who fall behind receive 

precise support so that they catch 
up quickly.’



Story time at home top tips

Video- Listening to your child 
read

Video- 10 things to think about 
when reading with your child

Read in a comfy place… for your child

Give two choices of where to read…so you are still in 
control by limiting the choices



Reading Ravers

Age appropriate 
targeted texts

A range of 
genres 

Typically 
from Year 3 

Spring

Once in a while 
texts!



Guided Reading 

Vocabulary

Reading 
fluency

Comprehension

Year 5/6



Reading strategies 



Oxford Owl



Book list- Books for topics





Thank you for listening!
2023

Your 
feedback is 

always 
appreciated


